KK learn about the Olympic values

In KK we display joy of effort by having a go at everything. As part of our Whalan Olympics unit, we learnt about Cathy Freeman and what she achieved at the Sydney Olympics.

Here is Elijah’s piece of writing about Cathy Freeman.

In KK we show fair play by playing by the rules.

Here are Izaiah, Ryan, Kiara and Arii ready to race and playing by the rules by all starting behind the starting line.

In KK we show respect for others by accepting difference in others.

Here we are all under the Olympic banner; we are all different and unique but we are all a special part of KK and Whalan Public School.
In KK we show respect for others by helping each other. Here are our torch bearers, Elijah and Kiara, helping each other carry the torch at the Opening Ceremony.

In KK we show joy of effort by being positive and encouraging others. Here is Izaiah encouraging and helping Latoya during the Olympic games events.

In KK we even show the Olympic values at home! Here is some writing from Baileigh where he showed joy of effort by having a go and giving his best effort at home.

Agape’s writing shows joy of effort as she gives her best effort.